The high-resolution spectrum of water vapor between 13 200 and 16 500 cm 01 recorded by J.-Y. Mandin, J-P. Chevillard, C. Camy-Peyret, J.-M. Flaud, and J. W. Brault (1986. J. Molec. Spectrosc., 116, 167) is analyzed using high-accuracy linelists obtained using ab initio calculations and spectroscopically determined potential. Assignments to H 2
INTRODUCTION
with explicit allowance made for non-Born-Oppenheimer effects (9) , while the PS linelist used a potential that had Water is the major absorber of solar radiation in the earth's been refined using spectroscopic data. Along with the two atmosphere. Yet at wavelengths covering the near infrared, theoretical linelists, we also maintained a linelist generated visible, and ultraviolet, the spectrum of water remains poorly using ''trivial'' transitions. Trivial transitions are ones that understood. In part this is because of the weakness of the can be predicted accurately from known experimental energy water absorptions at these wavelengths, but spectra of water levels. We started this linelist from Mandin et al. ' s energy are also notoriously difficult to analyze. In particular, the levels and PS's transition intensities. The linelist was continmost detailed observed water spectra in these regions (1, 2) uously updated as new assignments were made using the contain many unassigned lines. calculated linelists. In this work we analyze the high-resolution water vapor
Comparisons of the two theoretical linelists have been spectrum of Mandin et al. (2) . This spectrum was recorded performed as part of our work on sunspot spectra (6, 7) . using a Fourier transform spectrometer at the National Solar The PS linelist is more accurate at estimating the frequency Observatory (Kitt Peak, Arizona) in the range 13 200-of individual transitions, particularly those with low J that 16 500 cm 01 . The spectrum contained 2796 transitions. concern us here. However the errors given by the PS linelist Mandin et al. were able to assign 1927 of these to 17 H 2 16 O are often rather erratic. Conversely the ZVPT linelist is notavibrational bands belonging to the 4n and 4n / d polyads ble for giving very systematic errors, which allows one to in their original work. A further 51 transitions were ascribed make accurate predictions of the position of the next transito H 2 18 O; 769 lines remained unassigned. tion in a particular sequence or branch. The PS, but not the Recently we have pioneered methods of analyzing spectra ZVPT, linelist contains a complete set of vibrational and of hot water recorded both in the laboratory (3-6) and sun-rotational labels for each energy level and hence each transispots (5-7). In the present work we employ these methods tion. These are useful but must be treated with caution as to assign the majority of the unassigned lines in the spectrum the labels become increasing unreliable with excitation ( 7). of Mandin et al. For the upper states considered here about one-third of the labels proved to be incorrect. This problem appears to be METHOD particularly associated with representation of the normal mode-local mode behavior of 4n and 4n / d water polyads. Analysis was performed using two linelists, ZVPT (6) Thus most levels associated with (103) are labeled by PS and PS (8) . These linelists have both been generated using as belonging to (301); similarly (122) levels are usually high-accuracy variational calculations for the vibration-ro-given as (320), and those with belonging to (113) as (311). tation motion of the water. The major difference between
The spectrum of Mandin et al. (2) contains a considerable the linelists is that ZVPT is based on ab initio calculations range of intensities. The strongest transitions show 100% peak absorption under the experimental conditions used, while there are many weak transitions with peak absorption transitions. The strongest unassigned line has a peak absorp- Table 1 contains 701 newly assigned lines. The majority of these lines, 487, have, as indicated, been confirmed by tion of 23%, meaning that there was still a factor of 50 between the strongest and weakest unassigned lines. combination differences. These assignments can be therefore be regarded as secure. The remaining 214 line assignments The first step in our assignments therefore was to generate 300-K absorption spectra in the range 13 200-16 500 cm 01 , were obtained only from direct comparison with the linelists. using both ZVPT and PS linelists. These were then compared While we believe these assignments to be correct, they must with the experimental spectra starting from the strongest naturally be regarded with more caution. transitions. Tentative assignments were made by comparison Our assigned transitions come from 22 different vibrawith the computed linelists and then confirmed by looking tional bands of H 2 16 O, five of which have not been previously for a further transition associated with the same upper state. observed. Table 2 summarizes the data obtained for each Transitions confirmed by these combination differences gave vibrational band; the results of Mandin et al. are also summanew energy levels that were then used to look for further rized. We have not systematically rechecked all Mandin et trivial assignments.
al.'s assignments, however we found 38 lines that had to be reassigned on the grounds of combination differences and other considerations. These lines are also given in Table 1 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION and the summary of Mandin et al.'s data in Table 2 has been adjusted to allow for them. We found three weak lines, Table 1 et al. ( 2 ) cerned. In these cases it is possible to quote observed band and Us to the Near Infrared Water Vapor Spectrum of Mandin origins. In particular we find the previously unobserved et al.
(071) and (033) band origins at 13 835.72 and 15 534.71 cm 01 , respectively. For the other seven vibrational states no transitions involving the 0 00 state have been assigned. In these cases the band origin cannot be determined directly from the observed data, but it is possible to estimate the band origin using the values given by the PS linelist corrected for the systematic errors relative for observed rotationally excited members of the band. This method of obtaining band origins should be accurate to about {0.1 cm 01 . For (240), (042), and (170) these results represent the first experimental estimates of the band origin. For the (320) state, reassignments, confirmed by combination differences, lead us to the conclusion that the band origin lies 1.4 cm 01 lower than the value quoted in Table 1 we were unable to extract energy levels for these states Table 3. a reliable set of energy levels for the vibrational states. However, we are undertaking further work on hot water spectra both in the (v 1 , v 2 / 1, v 3 / 1) 0 (v 1 , v 2 , v 3 ) region and would expect to be responsible for weak transitions at near infrared wavelengths. Conversely, although (170) and (071) the region dominated by bending transitions of the sort (0, v 2 / 1,0) 0 (0, v 2 , 0), see (3) . In particular, hotter laborabelong formally to the 4n / d polyad, one would have anticipated that transitions to states with seven quanta of tory spectra should hopefully be sensitive to bands involving (060). These studies should lead to the elucidation of the bend would be too weak to be observed at the sensitivity of the Kitt Peak spectra. However, it transpires that the transi-energy levels of these and other states containing significant bending excitation. tions we assign to these states, all but two of which have been confirmed by combination differences, are isolated ones that Although we have assignments for nearly all the unassigned transitions of Mandin et al., 132 lines remain unassteal intensity from nearby ''bright'' states. Such interactions are included automatically in the variational calculations signed. All these transitions are weak. Although we are confident that, particularly with further experimental input, we used to construct the linelists used here. As these interactions are localized we would not expect to find further transitions will in due course assign all the H 2 16 O transitions in this spectrum, it must be remembered that transitions belonging involving these vibrational bands. One level at 14 349.776 cm 01 was found to be involved in four distinct transitions. to H 2 18 O are also present in the spectrum. It is likely that about a half of our unassigned transitions actually involve By comparison with the PS linelist, this level was tentatively assigned as (160)7 52 . H 2 18 O. Of course H 2 18 O spectra can also be analyzed using the linelist techniques employed here, but as yet we do not Also given in Table 2 are vibrational term values (''band origins'') for 21 of the vibrational bands for which we make have the equivalent linelists for this system. We intend to address this problem in future work. assignments. For 14 of these bands, transitions have been Copyright ᭧ 1998 by Academic Press 
